RESOLUTION TO RECLAIM
Office of State Representative Timothy Ramthun
59th Assembly District

PRESENTATION AGENDA
• Introduction
• Covering the merits of the resolution by breaking down each clause and
validation of evidence for each statement.

• List of supporting Constitutional Attorneys and subject matter experts and
their credentials.
• Summaries of their statements with attached documents in full for review.
• Current legislative solutions in place

• Conclusion

THE PEOPLE HAVE NO
CONFIDENCE
• This Rasmussen Poll shows that a
majority of likely voters across the
nation support this action. As a
government of, by and for the
people we must do something to
resolve this issue.
• This presentation reveals that the
concerns of the people have merit.

• The people have no confidence
and demand action.

INTRODUCTION
• This resolution lists a series of evidentiary
events that all associate to the
fraudulent nature surrounding the 2020
General Election in Wisconsin, and
offers solutions to the issues it addresses.
• These events lead to justification of the
action to reclaim Wisconsin’s 10
electoral ballots.
• We then compile a list of legal and
expert interpretations that validate this
action is both justifiable and
constitutional.
• It is within the legislatures power to do
so, and it falls upon the legislature to
resolve the matter.

CLAUSE 1: ILLEGAL DROP BOXES
AND TIED ORGANIZATIONS
“Whereas, the Center for Tech and Civic Life
(CTCL) enabled the illegal use of over 500
voter drop boxes in Wisconsin, infringing
Wis. Stat. § 6.87 (6), in all 72 counties under
Elections Commission guidance issued on
August 19, 2020, and the use of drop boxes
was organized by the Cybersecurity and
Infrastructure Security Agency (CISA), which
worked in conjunction with other national
organizations like the CTCL, Center for
Election Innovation and Research (CEIR), and
National Conference of State Legislatures
(NCSL), which, on October 2, 2020, promoted
CISA's campaign of illegal drop boxes;”
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CLAUSE 1: EVIDENCE

For document approving drop boxes click here
https://www.amoscenterforjustice.org/webfiles/fnitools/documents/vos-fritzgerald-dropbox-approval-letter.pdf
For full lawsuit that reveals the illegal drop boxes and tied organizations click here.
https://www.amoscenterforjustice.org/webfiles/fnitools/documents/mueller-v-wec11272020-2.pdf

CLAUSE 2: WI SUPREME COURT
“Whereas, the Wisconsin Supreme Court stated in Trump v. Biden, 2020 WI 91,
‘On March 25, 2020, the Dane and Milwaukee County Clerks issued guidance on Facebook
suggesting all voters could declare themselves indefinitely confined because of the pandemic
and the governor's then-existing Safer-at-Home Order. This court unanimously deemed that
advice incorrect on March 31, 2020, and we noted that the WEC guidance . . . provides the
clarification on the purpose and proper use of the indefinitely confined status that is required
at this time,’ which verifies that the Elections Commission gave improper guidance in the
2020 election, and in her dissent in Trump v. Biden, Wisconsin Supreme Court Justice Rebecca
Grassl Bradley revealed that the Elections Commission Infringed upon Wis. Stat. §§ 5.05 (1),
6.84 (1) and (2), 6.86, 6.87 (3), (4), (5), (6), (7), and (9), and 227.112 (3).”

CLAUSE 2: EVIDENCE
• Full supreme court ruling can be
found here
https://www.amoscenterforjustice.org/webfiles/fnitools/documents/trump_v.biden12142020.pdf

CLAUSE 3: RUSHED TO CERTIFY
“Whereas, on December 7, 2020, Elections Commissioner Dean Knudson filed
a complaint against Meagan Wolfe under Wis. Stat. § 7.70 (5) for the rushed
ascertainment of certification of the 2020 election before time for filing an
appeal of the recount had passed, and revealed the planned haste to
circumvent any further discussion or objection.”

CLAUSE 3: EVIDENCE

Full Document here:

https://legis.wisconsin.gov/assembly/59/ramthun/media/1339/knudson-v-wolfe_complaint.pdf

CLAUSE 4: CTCL NEFARIOUS
EMAILS IN THE WI 5
“Whereas, the Assembly Committee
on Campaigns and Elections has
collected nearly 3,000 documents
and e-mails with connection to
election manipulations by the CTCL in
five of Wisconsin's largest cities, and
there are five lawsuits in those cities
against the Elections Commission.”

CLAUSE 4: EVIDENCE

WEC coordinated FIDO
key access state-wide.

Outside actors had
access to WisVote data.

Outside actors used access to vote
data to build a system to watch
votes as they came in real time.

For access to all emails collected in the “WI 5” and much more visit Representative Brandtjen’s Website and click the
“Election Documents Tab”
https://legis.wisconsin.gov/assembly/22/brandtjen
To see presentation of text messages between cities and Spiztzer-Rubenstein
https://legis.wisconsin.gov/assembly/22/brandtjen/media/1534/presentation-combined.pdf

CLAUSE 5: STATISTICALLY
IMPOSSIBLE
“Whereas, data experts have studied
the historical voter trends based on
population growth for both the
entirety of the State of Wisconsin and
its counties individually, and those
studies reveal the normal inverse
relationship of data was not present
in the 2020 election results, which is a
statistical impossibility.”

CLAUSE 5: EVIDENCE

Vote totals always inverse up or
down each election… except 2020.

Full Presentation available here:
https://legis.wisconsin.gov/assembly/59/ramthun/media/1340/keshel-powerpoint-2.pdf

CLAUSE 6: WISVOTE DATABASE
“Whereas, the WisVote database reflects 7.1 million registered voters in a state
with a population of 5.8 million and a voting age population of 4.5 million, and
the WisVote database is riddled with incomplete and misrepresented data,
including thousands of voters with the same phone numbers, addresses, and
faulty zip codes, all of which reflects gross negligence in maintaining the
database.”

CLAUSE 6: EVIDENCE

WI 2020 population: 5,893,718
https://www.census.gov/library/stories/state-by-state/wisconsin-population-changebetween-census-decade.html

7,113,134 files on WisVote
https://badgervoters.wi.gov/

CLAUSE 7: CANVASS
IRREGULARITIES
“Whereas, grassroots canvassing
efforts reveal 200 addresses in 31
counties in Wisconsin that have 200 to
400 registered voters at a single
address, and a sampling of 1,000
actual 2020 absentee ballot
envelopes from Milwaukee County
found 23 percent had questionable
addresses.”

CLAUSE 7: EVIDENCE
Excel file of data
available here:

https://legis.wisconsin.gov/assembly/59/ramthun/media/1342
/200-where-multiple-voters-live-at-a-single-address.xlsx

Remaining
addresses
available here:

https://legis.wisconsin.gov/assembly/59/ramthun/media/1343
/brown-county-canvass-102221.pdf

CLAUSE 8: DELETING LOG FILE
DATA
“Whereas, the Elections Commission
voted to do upgrades on Dominion
voting machines on June 2, 2021, and,
following a press release on August 11,
2021, voicing concerns about the
deletion of log file data from those
upgrades, the commission voted to allow
upgrades to new ES&S voting machines
on September 9, 2021, with no
reassurances of protecting the data of
the 2020 election on older machines,
even though it was revealed the
upgrades do erase log file data kept on
the machine hard drives.”

CLAUSE 8: EVIDENCE
To see the open meeting minutes of
the September 9th WEC meeting
confirming the vote did not protect
log file data.
https://elections.wi.gov/sites/elections.wi.gov/files/202109/Open%20Session%20Minutes%20September%209,%202021%20(Draft).pdf

To view the full meeting, where ES&S
admits that Log file data is not saved,
and that upgrades do in fact wipe
that data from hard drives.
https://wiseye.org/2021/09/09/wisconsin-elections-commission-september-2021-meeting/

CLAUSE 9: LAB AUDIT RESULTS
“Whereas, the audit report of the
nonpartisan Legislative Audit Bureau
identified 44,272 voters who did not
provide proper voter identification in
the 2020 general election, revealed
the mass increase of indefinitely
confined voters from 4,505 in 2019 to
169,901 in 2020, and also revealed
28.7% of all municipal clerks across all
72 counties used illegal drop boxes,
and made 30 recommendations for
the Elections Commission to rectify
their actions.”

CLAUSE 9: EVIDENCE

45k voters don’t have
matching I.D.

Indefinitely Confined
2019: 4,504
2020: 169,901

245 clerks used drop
boxes (28.7%) in all 72
counties.

To see LAB Report in full
https://cdn.michaeljlindell.com/downloads/fix2020first/exibits/Tab%2017%20WI%20LAB%20Report.pdf

CLAUSE 10: MAJORITY OF GOP
COUNTIES DEMAND IT
“Whereas, a total of 50 of the 69
county GOP parties released letters of
support or resolutions asking for further
investigation into the elections
process, showing that over two-thirds
of Wisconsin Republicans have no
faith in the Elections Commission.”

CLAUSE 10: EVIDENCE

All resolutions ask for a forensic
audit of the 2020 election.

All remaining 48 are available upon request.

CLAUSE 11: RACINE SHERIFF’S
INVESTIGATION
“Whereas, commissioners and staff of the
Elections Commission prevented the
deployment of special voting deputies to
care facilities, as confirmed by the
Racine County Sheriff 's Department,
which found that on March 12, 2020, the
Elections Commission knowingly and
willfully directed all 72 county clerks to
violate Wis. Stat. §§ 6.84 and 6.875
regarding absentee voting in certain
residential care facilities and retirement
homes, and the commission's unlawful
direction clearly broke Wis. Stat. § 12.13
(2) (b) 7., which refers to intentionally
violating election laws.”

CLAUSE 11: EVIDENCE

For video evidence watch section two of Ramthun Report 36 by clicking here:
https://rumble.com/vp7t9d-ramthun-report-episode-36-proof-wi-election-was-fraud.html
To review the presentation in full, please view the 11/10/21 Assembly Campaign and elections
committee hearing. visit
https://wiseye.org/2021/11/10/assembly-committee-on-campaigns-and-elections-21/

CLAUSE 12: WISVOTE DATA
IRREGULARITIES
“Whereas, at its December 8, 2021, public hearing, the Assembly Committee
on Campaigns and Elections heard testimony from expert analyst Jeff
O'Donnell, who found a multitude of irregularities when he analyzed data from
the Wisconsin voter rolls, including that 93.7 percent of active voters
participated in the 2020 general election, 205,355 voter registration
applications were dated November 3, 2020, 957,977 individuals registered as
new voters in 2020, 45,665 voters who registered did not have matching
Division of Motor Vehicle records, 22 percent of active voters registered in the
6 months leading up to November 3, 2020, 31,872 of those voters who
registered in that 6-month period are now listed as inactive, and 42,000 voters
who voted in the November 3, 2020, election are now listed as inactive.”

CLAUSE 12: EVIDENCE

32k Registered voters in
2020 now shown inactive

42k People who voted in
2020 now listed inactive

There was a 93.7%
turn out of active
voters.

Full document available here:
https://legis.wisconsin.gov/assembly/59/ramthun/media/1341/jeff-odonnell-wisconsin-registration-indicators-and-warnings-final-v4.pdf

For full presentation visit https://wiseye.org/2021/12/08/assembly-committee-on-campaigns-and-elections-23/

CLAUSE 13: VOTER ROLL
MANIPULATION
“Whereas, at its December 8, 2021, public
hearing, the Assembly Committee on
Campaigns and Elections heard
testimony from expert analyst Douglas
Frank, who revealed that patterns in the
Wisconsin voter rolls showed that the
voter rolls were inflated to the maximum
possible number of voters according to
census population data for every
presidential election in Wisconsin since
2008 and that the voter rolls were purged
shortly after each such election, and that
these patterns were consistent across all
72 counties in Wisconsin, revealing that
these activities were centrally controlled.”

CLAUSE 13: EVIDENCE

Rolls purged and
added back each
election

Rolls inflated to
maximum allowable
census amount.

Rolls increase to max
every 4 years

For full presentation visit https://wiseye.org/2021/12/08/assembly-committee-on-campaigns-and-elections-23/
Complete file of presentation available here:
https://legis.wisconsin.gov/assembly/59/ramthun/media/1348/dr-frank-12-8-2021-wisconsin.pdf

CLAUSE 14: ELECTION BRIBERY
“Whereas, at its December 8, 2021, public
hearing, the Assembly Committee on
Campaigns and Elections heard
testimony from Attorney Erick Kaardal,
who identified that the money provided
by the CTCL and Mark Zuckerberg to
local governments in Wisconsin relating to
the 2020 general election violated Wis.
Stat. § 12.11, which prohibits election
bribery and states that “`anything of
value' includes any amount of money, or
any object which has utility independent
of any political message it contains and
the value of which exceeds $1,” and that
amount was greatly exceeded.”

CLAUSE 14: EVIDENCE

These actions are not
protected by the 1st
amendment.

There are no exceptions
to the law, therefore it
was not legal.

8.8 million dollars far
exceeds 1 dollar.

For full presentation visit https://wiseye.org/2021/12/08/assembly-committee-on-campaigns-and-elections-23/
Complete file of presentation available here:
https://legis.wisconsin.gov/assembly/59/ramthun/media/1347/3-kaardal-wi-general-assembly-elections-and-campaigns-presentation.pptx

CLAUSE 15: MORE ZUCKERBERG MONEY
TO COVER UP ZUCKERBERG MONEY
“Whereas, at the Growing Threats to
Election Officials in Wisconsin Press
Conference held on December 13,
2021, it was revealed that the CEIR is
a biased organization that also
received funding from Mark
Zuckerberg, along with the CTCL, and
that the CEIR is seeking to provide pro
bono defense attorneys to election
officials who used the CTCL money in
the 2020 general election”

CLAUSE 15: EVIDENCE

CEIR founder is tied to ERIC and
left leaning advocacy groups.

Becker is clearly
biased.

CTCL AND CEIR both received
funding from Zuckerberg.

Influence Watch Research on David Becker reflected from multiple sources they also site. This is a MUST READ. It is a non-partisan organization that keeps tabs
on Non Profits and their founders. This is a credible source that very precisely reflects our press release.
https://www.influencewatch.org/person/david-becker/
Elections Official Legal Defense Network website, showing it is funded by CEIR, and even reflects its support for Meagan Wolf openly on its home page.
https://eoldn.org/

CLAUSE 16: BALLOT DROP BOXES
ARE ILLEGAL

“Whereas, on January 13, 2022,
Waukesha County Circuit Court
Judge Michael Bohren issued an oral
ruling in court holding that the
Elections Commission's guidance on
absentee ballot drop boxes should
have been promulgated as a rule
under Wis. Stat. ch. 227; that state law
provides just two legal methods for a
voter to return an absentee ballot:
through the mail or in-person at the
municipal clerk's office or an
alternate site designated according
to law; and that ballot harvesting and
returning absentee ballots to drop
boxes are not legal methods to cast
absentee ballots in Wisconsin;”

https://will-law.org/waukesha-judge-rules-absentee-ballot-drop-boxes-ballot-harvesting-illegalunder-state-law/

CLAUSE 17: FRAUD VITIATES
EVERYTHING
“Whereas, the U.S. Supreme Court
has found that fraud vitiates and
nullifies any contract: Boyce's
Executors v. Grundy (1830) 28 U.S.
210; “Fraud vitiates the most solemn
contracts, documents and even
judgments.” United States v.
Throckmorton (1878) 98 U.S. 61, 64;”

To see the supreme court case is full:
https://www.law.cornell.edu/supremecourt/text/98/61

CLAUSE 18: IT’S CLEAR WHY THERE
IS NO CONFIDENCE IN ELECTIONS
Reclaiming ballots
and solutions are
required to
restore
confidence and
repair the
problem!

Resolution
Massive amounts
of evidence
shows Fraud!
There are too
many problems!

“Whereas, the November 2020
Wisconsin general election, as
regulated and directed by the
Elections Commission, was one of the
most haphazard, controversial, and
poorly managed elections in state
history, shaking citizens' confidence in
fair elections across Wisconsin, and
with the culmination of these
evidences, prove the results of the
commission's certification of the 2020
election are considered fraudulent;”

CLAUSE 19: THE LEGISLATURE
ACKNOWLEDGES THE EVIDENCE

Review and
acknowledge
evidence and
statutes

Take bold
action the
people will
acknowledge
to resolve
problem

Repair the
problem and
move forward

“Therefore, be it Resolved by the
assembly, the senate concurring, That
the accumulated evidence proves
the actions taken by the Elections
Commission to certify the 2020
presidential election shall be
considered contrary to law and
fraudulent under Wis. Stat. §§ 6.84,
6.87 (6), 6.875, 12.11, and 12.13 (2) (b)
7.;”

THE CONTESTED ACTION
With supporting constitutional attorney interpretations of law and subject
matter experts from across the nation.

CLAUSE 20: THE ACTION OF
RECLAIMING ELECTORS
“Resolved, That the Wisconsin Legislature, pursuant to its authority under Article
II, Section 1, Clause 2 of the U.S. Constitution and 3 U.S.C. § 2, and consistent
with guidance provided by the Constitutional Counsel Group in a
memorandum dated December 30, 2021, acknowledges that illegality took
place in conducting the 2020 general election and reclaims Wisconsin's 10
fraudulent electoral ballots cast for Joseph R. Biden and Kamala Harris;”

THE MADISON BUBBLE
• When initially proposed, the Legislative
council issued a memo to Senator
Bernier saying it wasn’t possible to
reclaim. Shortly after the Legislative
Reference Bureau did the same.
• Recent developments reveal that there
are connections to illegal drop boxes
and the head of the Legislative council.
• It’s clear we need outside prospective
from constitutional attorneys. Many of
them all contest the “Madison
Bubble’s” narrative and all agree they
are incorrect with their opinion.
https://legis.wisconsin.gov/assembly/59/ramthun/media/1331/let-there-be-light-5.pdf

CONSTITUTIONAL ATTORNEY
JOHN EASTMAN

Source:
https://fedsoc.org/contributors/john
-eastman

Dr. John Eastman is the former Henry Salvatori
Professor of Law & Community Service and
former Dean at Chapman University's Dale E.
Fowler School of Law, where he had been a
member of the faculty since 1999,
specializing in Constitutional Law, Legal
History, and Property. He is a founding
director of the Center for Constitutional
Jurisprudence, a public interest law firm
affiliated with the Claremont Institute that he
founded in 1999. He has a Ph.D. in
Government from the Claremont Graduate
School and a J.D. from the University of
Chicago Law School, and a B.A. in Politics
and Economics from the University of Dallas.

EASTMAN MEMO SUMMARY
• Eastman’s memo strengthens our argument and offers a direct rebuttal to
the LRB memo and Leg Council memo. He focuses strongly on the fact that
both the LRB memo and Leg council memo do not acknowledge the
illegality that took place in the 2020 general election specific to Wisconsin.

• This document is referenced in the resolution itself because it offers the
strongest argument by one of the most qualified constitutional attorneys in
the nation.
• For the full PDF of the document, click here:

https://legis.wisconsin.gov/assembly/59/ramthun/media/1351/eastman-memo-final-draft.pdf

EASTMAN
MEMO

•

https://legis.wisconsin.gov/assembly/59/ramthun/media/1351/eastman-memo-final-draft.pdf

CONSTITUTIONAL ATTORNEY
KAREN MUELLER
Karen is a Wisconsin attorney who has
been practicing law for 20 years, and
founded The Amos Center for Justice
and Liberty. She defends those who
have experienced a violation of one
or more of their liberties by
governmental agents or by private
actors carrying out the work,
purposes, or goals of the government
to the detriment of citizens.

https://www.amoscenterforjustice.org/

MUELLER MEMO SUMMARY
• Attorney Karen Mueller is a Wisconsin based attorney who filed a case with
the Supreme Court prior to certification on the issue surrounding the illegal
drop boxes, which were recently ruled as such again.
• This memo offers a history into the origin of the drop box issue, and
elaborates deeper specific to Wisconsin Law.
• For the full PDF of this document, click here:

https://legis.wisconsin.gov/assembly/59/ramthun/media/1355/mueller-amos-letter.pdf

MUELLER
MEMO

•

https://legis.wisconsin.gov/assembly/59/ramthun/media/1355/mueller-amos-letter.pdf

CONSTITUTIONAL ATTORNEY
MATT DEPERNO
Graduated with a masters degree in
law from New York University School
of Law in 1995, and has practiced law
in the state of Michigan for 16 years.
He is also a current candidate for
Michigan Attorney General.

https://www.linkedin.com/in/matthew-deperno-a0b15822/
https://www.depernolaw.com/

DEPERNO MEMO SUMMARY
• This is the original Memo that was sent to the entire legislative body
suggesting that a state legislature reclaiming ballots was possible.
• While it was written to be more catered to AZ, its merit focuses on the US
Constitution, which is applicable in all 50 states.
• To see the PDF file, click here:
• https://legis.wisconsin.gov/assembly/59/ramthun/media/1350/de-perno-decertification-memorandum.pdf

DEPERNO
MEMO

•

https://legis.wisconsin.gov/assembly/59/ramthun/media/1350/de-perno-decertification-memorandum.pdf

CONSTITUTIONAL ATTORNEY
ROB NATELSON
Professor Robert G. Natelson, who contracts with II, heads
the Institute’s Constitutional Studies Center and its Article
V Information Center. He is a nationally known
constitutional scholar and author whose research into the
history and legal meaning of the Constitution has been
cited repeatedly at the U.S. Supreme Court, federal
appeals courts, and state supreme courts—both by
parties and by state and federal judges and justices. He
is widely acknowledged to be the country’s leading
active scholar on the Constitution’s amendment
procedure and among the leaders on several other
topics. Several years ago Professor Natelson created the
first-ever online bibliography for 18th century materials
used in constitutional research.
He was a law professor for 25 years, serving at three
different universities. Among other subjects, he taught
Constitutional Law, Constitutional History, Advanced
Constitutional Law, and First Amendment. Professor
Natelson is especially known for his studies of the
https://i2i.org/about/our-people/rob-natelson/ Constitution’s original meaning.

NATELSON ARTICLE SUMMARY
• This memo was written shortly after the 2020 election, and uses the same
overall justification for state legislatures to use their plenary power over
electors.
• Natelson felt this article held everything he would say in regards to Wisconsin,
because it references the US Constitution which is applicable in all 50 states.
• For the full PDF click here:
https://legis.wisconsin.gov/assembly/59/ramthun/media/1356/natelson_-state-legislatures-responsible-for-resolving-contested-presidential-vote-complete-colorado-page-two.pdf

NATELSON
ARTICLE

•

https://legis.wisconsin.gov/assembly/59/ramthun/media/1356/natelson_-state-legislatures-responsible-for-resolving-contestedpresidential-vote-complete-colorado-page-two.pdf

ATTORNEY
BORIS EPSHTEYN
Boris Epshteyn, the founder and president
of Georgetown Advisory consulting group,
is an experienced political strategist,
communicator, attorney, and investment
banker.
Boris graduated, cum laude, with a BSFS
degree from Georgetown University’s
School of Foreign Service and holds a Juris
Doctorate degree from Georgetown
University Law Center.

https://borisep.com/about/

EPSHTEYN SUMMARY
• Boris sent this email to our office after reviewing the LRB and Leg Council
memo, as a rebuttal.
• It is a expedited version of what many others also can clearly see, that states
do have plenary power to reclaim their electors.
• For the PDF click here:
https://legis.wisconsin.gov/assembly/59/ramthun/media/1352/epshteyn-rebuttal.pdf

EPSHTEYN
MEMO

•

https://legis.wisconsin.gov/assembly/59/ramthun/media/1352/epshteyn-rebuttal.pdf

CONSTITUTIONAL EXPERT
JAMES RENWICK MANSHIP
Currently residing in Virginia, James
graduated from Auburn University in
1974 and served 18 years in the U.S.
Navy. He was chairman of YAF during
the Reagan Years, and has been
chairman of Washington Institute for
Statesmanship Education for 24 years.
He has avidly studied the US
Constitution all his life and enjoys
speaking at multiple events across the
nation as a George Washington living
history speaker for 29 years running.

https://www.linkedin.com/in/statesmanship

MANSHIP MEMO SUMMARY
• Manship directly refutes both the LRB and Leg Council memos, making notes
upon the memos themselves.
• He adds historical context to his arguments and acknowledges that fraud
vitiates everything.
• To view the PDF in full click here:
https://legis.wisconsin.gov/assembly/59/ramthun/media/1354/manship-comments-on-leg-council.pdf

https://legis.wisconsin.gov/assembly/59/ramthun/media/1353/manship-annotated-lrb-memo.pdf

MANSHIP
MEMO

•

https://legis.wisconsin.gov/assembly/59/ramthun/media/1354/manship-comments-on-leg-council.pdf

MANSHIP
MEMO

•

https://legis.wisconsin.gov/assembly/59/ramthun/media/1353/manship-annotated-lrb-memo.pdf

ARIZONA SENATORIAL CANDIDATE
JOSH BARNETT

https://www.barnettforaz.com/

• Josh Barnett is a small business owner in
Phoenix, Arizona and Oceanside,
California. He attended Purdue
University then went on to open his first
business in 2007 followed by 3 others in
Ft Wayne, Indiana, before moving to
Arizona in 2010. He became a PC in the
Republican Party and a executive
advisor to LD15 to mediate between the
people and the LD15 board. He is
currently a US Congressional AZ06
candidate. He has been working with
legislators nationwide since November
5, 2020, on getting forensic audits and
was in the middle of the forensic audit
in Maricopa County recently providing
constitutional arguments to decertify.

BARNETT MEMO SUMMARY
• Barnett’s memo was written specifically refuting the Leg Council memo, as it
was received prior to the release of the LRB memo.
• It argues that the Legislature and it’s elective body should be the one to
decide the constitutionality of the proposed action, not the appointed
outside firm of leg council. It also speaks at fraud vitiates everything.
• For the full PDF click here:
https://legis.wisconsin.gov/assembly/59/ramthun/media/1349/barnett-and-jose-rebuttal.pdf

BARNETT
MEMO

•

https://legis.wisconsin.gov/assembly/59/ramthun/media/1349/barnett-and-jose-rebuttal.pdf

CONCLUSION OF ATTORNEYS
• It is abundantly clear that the collection of interpretations from multiple
sources nationwide agree with each other that reclaiming our electoral
ballots is possible.
• When looking to matters reflecting the U.S. Constitution, the opinions of
Legislative Council and the Legislative Reference Bureau both fall short by
ignoring illegality that took place by the Wisconsin Elections Commission.
• These illegalities were fraudulent, and are therefore vitiated.
• The plenary power to reclaim clearly reverts back to the legislative body
under the U.S. Constituion.
• It falls upon the State Legislature to rectify this abuse of our most precious
right to elect our leaders in a free and fair election.

CLAUSE 21: SOLUTIONS ARE
REQUIRED
“The Wisconsin Legislature
shall pass legislation with the
intention to clean up the
WisVote database and
create separate servers for
active and inactive voters;”
Our office has taken initiative
to do this.
https://legis.wisconsin.gov/assembly/59/ramthun/legislation/election-bills/

CLAUSE 22: FULL FORENSIC
PHYSICAL CYBER AUDIT
“The Wisconsin Legislature supports a full forensic physical and cyber audit of the 2020
general election, that this full forensic physical and cyber audit should be conducted
by an independent and nonpartisan auditing firm with a scope statement approved
by the Assembly Committee on Campaigns and Elections, and that this full forensic
physical and cyber audit must include the following components:
1. Total examination of voting system machines, including browsers, tabulators,
scanners, routers and firewalls, switches, network and out-of-band management
cards, internet or network connectivity, network and remote access, remote access
applications, software installed or removed on the system, flash drives, thumb drives,
event logs, scripts that have been run, the date on which data were last modified and
what data were modified, whether during or after the election, systems and security
updates, password policies, multifactor authentication, databases, adjudication
records, administrator accounts, and log-in records.”

CLAUSE 22: CONTINUED
“2. Kinematic artifact detection of all physical paper ballots, including whether
ballots meet industry maximum allowable compliance for out-of-calibration
measurements, ballot thickness to prevent bleed through, types of markers
used, printed ballots, quantity of ballots, ballot trail, voter roll in comparison to
ballots, mail-in ballot standards, and ballot watermarks and dot coding.
3. Physical canvas, including whether county clerks and election employees
and volunteers followed election rules and regulations mandated by their
county.

4. Transparency;”

CLAUSE 23: TRANSPARENCY
“In order to ensure transparency, all such
audits shall be streamed live for public
viewing and recorded via security video
to be run 24 hours a day, 7 days a week,
until all such audits are complete;”

Both sides need to see this happen to
ensure it is unbiased and honest.

The People Demand it!

CLAUSE 24: SOLUTIONS
REQUIRED
“The Wisconsin Legislature shall pass
legislation specifically intended to
secure the integrity of future elections
in Wisconsin based on the findings of
the Legislative Audit Bureau
investigation, the Assembly
Committee on Campaigns and
Elections investigation, and the full
forensic physical and cyber audit;”

CLAUSE 24: RAMTHUN ELECTION
LEGISLATION LIST
• LRB 5588/1: 36 month records retention bill
• LRB 5175/2: Removal of deceased voters bill
• LRB 5221/1: Dissolve the WEC bill

• LRB 5230/1: Election audit and fraud dissolves election bill
• LRB 5227/1: Ineligible voter bill
• LRB 5228/1: Log file bill
• LRB 5322/P2: Paper ballot and non centralized vote count bill (still drafting)
To view the bills, follow this link:
https://legis.wisconsin.gov/assembly/59/ramthun/legislation/election-bills/

CLAUSE 25: SEND IT TO CONGRESS
“The secretary of state of the State of Wisconsin is hereby directed to forward
a proper authenticated copy of this resolution to the President of the Senate
of the United States.”
It does not matter what transpires after this action is completed on the
congressional end. The focus is to make a clear statement that manipulations
in elections will not be tolerated in the state of Wisconsin, and we will not
continue forward until the issues are resolved.

CONCLUSION
• There is above and beyond enough evidence to show the elections process
in Wisconsin is broken.
• The public has no confidence in our elections process. In order to restore it,
bold actions are required.
• The legislature has the plenary right to reclaim Wisconsin’s 10 electors.
• The legislature must then dedicate itself to restoring the integrity of elections
process by holding a full forensic physical cyber audit for the public to see.
• Issues found need to be addressed and resolved.
• It falls upon us to take this historic action to save the core of our republic, or
all is lost. Nothing is of greater importance than this.

